The entire city prepared for the event -hospitals in close proximity to the arena doubled their emergency room staffs; disaster drills were held. Ambulances were placed outside the area and a system of shuttle replacement of those ambulances, should they be used, was developed. Traffic around the arena itself was restricted and demonstrators were allowed in only one small area. These things were announced in the newspapers keeping the public informed. Additional security precautions were planned and executed by the Secret Service in carrying out their responsibility to guard the candidates and their families.
Kemper Arena was elegantly decorated in blue and white with touches of red. The intense television lights lit the large area and floor newsmen were being briefed as NBC and CBS staffs gave pre-convention newscasts. Medical personnel toured the area and became familiar with locations of the First Aid Room, Coronary Care Ambulance, and three areas in the corridor where nurses and paramedics would be stationed, ready to go into the crowd on the floor if summoned by floor security. All medical personnel were to meet at the American Red Cross to be transported by van to the arena, receive an identifying badge, be checked by security and to serve from 6:00 P.M. to 30 minutes past closing of the session (the closing time was variable from 11:00 P.M. on -one session did not close until 2:00 A.M. I).
A certain excitement which was felt at the briefing was nothing to compare with the actual event The heavy crowds, the music of the bands, the, pageantry of the event, and the proximity to known famous peopie made it impossible not to get caught up to a certain extent in it all when you were watching the Ford or Reagan families being escorted in and out by the Secret Service; or having Henry Kissinger flash his famous smile at two nurses as he passed; or when Nelson Rockefeller broke security to stop and shake a nurse's hand and thank her for helping. Because the delegates and visitors tried to fill their days and nights with so much -meetings, caucuses, sightseeing, etc. -they often ignored or tried to suppress their U1nesses and disabilities until they could no longer continue and had to seek medical help. Patient care ranged from times of extreme busyness to periods of no patients at all, during which {continuedon poge63) we could take turns crossing the hall to stand in the doorway of the main arena to watch the proceedings. Patient complaints were such things as chest pain, headaches, hives, upset stomachs, high blood pressure, exhaustion and anxiety. Even then, unless they were so sick they had to go to the hospital for care or return to their hotel room for rest, advice to take things easier fell on deaf ears. The patients seemed very grateful to the medical personnel for any service given to them. One of the most gratifying aspects of the experience was talking to those who came to Kansas City from other parts of the country, and who were so happily surprised to find Kansas City a beautiful city with gracious, warm and outgoing people. We enjoyed our roles as nurses, volunteers and hosts to the nation -and we'd do it all again. 
